COME AND MEET US! We love this breed and love talking about them so feel free to come and meet our
redheads and ask questions. Please contact us to make an appointment.
TELL US ABOUT YOUR FAMILY. Please fill out the Questionnaire. While it does not guarantee that you will
get a puppy, sharing information about your home and the love of the puppy really helps us to get to
know you. We are a small home-based kennel. Our puppies are our babies. We want to find the best
active and loving home we can for them. Tollers love to have a job.
FOLLOW US ON FB – Watch for announcement of breeding. Check out when puppies are confirmed. Stay
in touch! Remind us that you are still interested in a MadRiver Toller puppy. Once we know how many
puppies there are, via xray a few days before they are due, that is when we contact people to (re)confirm
interest.
ONCE PUPPIES ARE HERE, that is when we figure out who might be getting a puppy and ask for a 25%
deposit of the fee to reserve at that time. It is NOT assured that you will get a puppy. That can only be
confirmed after the evaluations have been completed and we have had time to discuss needs during
visits. I match the puppies. If there is no appropriate puppy for your home, the deposit fee will be
reimbursed.
RAISING PUPPIES… We take this very seriously! We want puppies to be well equipped to handle anything
life will throw at them. Age appropriate sensory, physical and socialization will be done including crate
and potty training throughout their time here. At 7-8 weeks the puppies are tested for temperament and
structure, and some health tests may be done. Only after careful evaluation of the puppy’s
temperaments and the specific needs of your family through meeting and discussions at a couple of visits
will you know for certain IF you are getting a puppy, and if so, which puppy you are getting.
Are you getting a puppy? That is SO exciting!!! Start thinking about puppy names. A litter ‘theme’ will be
provided to make it fun! Visits will be encouraged after week 3. Videocams will be set up 24/7 so you can
see the puppies play and interact while they are here.
COMING HOME!!! ~ 8 weeks Puppies will have had first vet visit, first shots, microchipped, CKC nonbreeding registration and be mostly potty and crate trained. You will get socialization ‘Treasure Hunts’,
vaccination schedule and a comprehensive puppy training book. You will also be added to the Madriver
Q&A Family of FB.
What we ask of you… LOVE the puppy and provide a safe and secure environment to raise them (e.g.,
yard, crate / xpen, time commitment to care for the puppy) and register them in at least 2 beginner puppy
classes. Help us to continue to build a sound foundation for a happy and well behaved puppy.

